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核心部分，运用 DEA 模型对台湾金融控股公司经营效果进行分析。 后评价台
湾金融控股公司的运营效果，并探讨其未来发展方向。 
 





























Last century, in order to use resources more efficiently and archive scale 
economy, more and more finance corporations used mixed operation and emerged 
between companies which run different businesses. The national financial regulators 
also released the regulations on mixed operation, so it turned to be the main trend of 
the finance industry around the world. There are many different types of mixed 
operation, one of them is financial holding company, in this type of company, all the 
information and humane resources and capitals can be shared more efficiently, the 
company can avoid the defects when a corporation run several different businesses. 
Besides that, the computer and IT technology have developed so quickly that they 
can decrease the costs in data processing and information management which 
enhances the advantage of financial holding company in mixed operation. Because 
financial holding company has so many advantages, it became the best choice of 
finance companies which run mixed businesses in 20th century, Taiwan finance 
industry also chose it. 
Taiwan finance industry reformed in the end of last century to get more freedom 
and market force. Though it had enhanced the vitality and competition of Taiwan 
finance industry, it brought some new problems, there were too many finance 
corporations which competed intensely and the whole profitability level of Taiwan 
finance industry was decreased. The Taiwan finance industry also faced very strong 
competition from foreign finance companies, so it needed to find a way to develop in 
the 21st century, the most important attempt was turn separate operation into mixed 
operation. Taiwan authority decreed “The law of financial holding company” in 2001, 
13 finance companies applied and got the authority to establish financial holding 
company in the same year. 
But the effects of financial holding company is not so sure, different scholars 
get different results with different methods, this paper hope to analyze the efficiency 
of financial holding companies in Taiwan with DEA model and find a elementary 















experiences of financial holding companies in Taiwan are very useful for the 
developing of mixed operation in Mainland of China. 
In the paper, the first thing is a simple introduction of mixed operation and 
financial holding company, and a background analysis of financial holding company 
in Taiwan. After that, a profile of financial holding company in Taiwan is given and 
the features of financial holding company in Taiwan are also summarized which 
provide a platform for follow-up analysis. The key parts of this article is chapter four 
and chapter five, DEA model is used to analyze the efficiency of financial holding 
company in Taiwan. In the last part, you can find the appraisal of the efficiency of 
financial holding company in Taiwan and some investigates of its future develop 
direction. 
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